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David Levy Expands
to Matched Layouts
Jewelers who make designs featuring numerous
diamonds will benefit
avid Levy Diamonds &
Fine Jewels, a specialist
in perfectly matched
fancy-shaped diamond pairs,
now offers a selection of
perfectly matched diamond
layouts. High-end jewelry
designers and retailers with
custom design businesses rely
are targets for such layouts.
The New York City company
uses an extensive and difficult
process to match diamonds, says
David Levy. He begins by
sorting parcels of polished
diamonds to match color. Then
he selects only those that also
match brilliance. After completing this time-consuming
process, Levy has all stones
recut to ensure a perfect match.
To ensure the highest level of
An eternity band with David Levy’s perfectly matched diamonds.
quality control, Levy oversees all
work, and everything is done in his
“Because we cut the diamonds in our own factory, we can
own cutting shop in New York City.
customize a layout to fit the customer’s needs,” says Levy.
“You can’t imagine how pleased I was when [you]
“Whether it’s to fit a specific dimension or to graduate the
completed an eternity band for my most difficult customer,”
sizes to accommodate a design, we try never to use the word
one retailer told Levy. Another retailer said, “My customer
‘no.’ We also offer hand-fabricated or cast mountings in
has incredibly high standards, and he wanted a very difficult
platinum or gold.”
ring – 15 perfectly matched ovals. David exceeded my expectations – and my customer’s – in every way. I always relied
on him for perfectly matched pairs, but he’s on a whole new
level now.”
◆ David Levy Diamonds & Fine Jewels, New York City;
Levy offers layouts of emerald cuts, Asscher-cuts, square
(212) 398-8952, david@diamondmatchmaker.com.
and rectangular radiant cuts, ovals and princess cuts, with
diamonds from 0.10 to 1.0 carat.
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